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Last year, when Ole Kanestrom moved his workshop
into new and larger premises, he left the office area 
off-white, but set to work darkening the other room,
the room where he would make bows. He painted the
walls a mustard yellow and the ceiling maroon. He
painted the woodwork grey. Then he lowered Venetian
blinds over the windows.

The attempt, he says, was ‘to simulate the darkness
of Mirecourt’. Kanestrom was trained in the French
method of bow making and learnt his craft partly by
emulating 19th-century French masters, Persoit in
particular. He knows that one of the intangible advan-
tages the masters enjoyed was the light many of them
worked in, northern light filtering in through small
windows. ‘It helped those old guys work to the best 
of their abilities,’ Kanestrom says. ‘Dim incidental light
pops out the highlights of the shape of the thing you’re
working on, and lets you see the detail.’

Kanestrom has never been to Mirecourt. Except for
return visits to his native Norway, where he was born 
in a small mining village above the Arctic circle, he has

never been to Europe. When he raises his Venetian
blinds his work room is flooded with the light of the
Pacific Northwest, and the view he enjoys of snow-
capped Mount Ranier and the waters of Puget Sound
bears no resemblance whatsoever to the lakes and
forests of Alsace-Lorraine. ‘I look out the window and
oh, it’s amazing,’ he exults. ‘I can see pilot whales rolling
in the water in pairs, and I can see seals. There’s a bell
buoy where sea lions hang out and bark, and sailboats
coming in through the harbour entrance, which is only a
stone’s throw away.’ Understandably, Kanestrom tends
to keep the blinds raised. He does his detailed sculpting
of frogs and heads in the evening, by lamplight.

Kanestrom works in Port Townsend, Washington, 
a small city and world unto itself perched near the tip
of the Olympic Peninsula. Some call Port Townsend
the American Mirecourt because of its concentration
of bow makers, including such luminaries as Paul
Martin Siefried, Charles Espey, Christopher English,
Robert Morrow, Joe Halligan and (on nearby islands)
Morgan Andersen and Peg Baumgartel. In recent
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years Kanestrom has taken his position in the front
rank of those makers, and of makers worldwide. His
string of accolades includes two gold medals for a
cello and viola bow and a certificate of merit for a
violin bow at last November’s meeting of the Violin
Society of America. 

The respect behind such honours rests on several
pillars. One was demonstrated to me a couple of years
ago in Oberlin, Ohio, where bow makers and luthiers
convene from around the world each summer to 
work and compare notes in a collegial environment.
Kanestrom is a perennial star of the gathering, but on
this particular morning he was distressed; a pearl slide
he was carving did not conjoin the ebony of the frog
seamlessly enough to satisfy him. The discrepancy
was invisible to me, even when he handed me a lens 
to magnify the gap. It was so very nearly invisible to
other archetiers in the room that they began making
(admiring) fun of Kanestrom’s compulsive precision. 

‘My god, you could get a fly’s wing in there!’
exclaimed Steven Beckley, a bow maker from

Mendocino, California (and a known perfectionist
himself), with mock horror. ‘Yes,’ Kanestrom chuckled,
but only half joking. ‘It’s as big as a virus.’ His standards
remained unswayed. The slide went into the trash.
‘You need exacting tolerances,’ Kanestrom says,
speaking to me recently in his shop. ‘The fit of things
has to be excellent in order for the mechanism to work
properly. If the bow is sloppy it wears more quickly. 
It breaks. It doesn’t play.’

His preparation for such considerations is formidable,
by pedigree and experience. His grandfather was 
a master machinist and his father a civil engineer, and
Kanestrom is an engineer himself with several years 
of marine and industrial electronics behind him. His
last job before becoming a bow maker was all about
precision: he was helping to develop an electronic
scanner that could spot minute flaws in items passing
by on a conveyor belt. 

‘Engineering has informed my bow making,
absolutely,’ he says. ‘There are mechanical constraints
to the bow, physics that you can’t get around, and �
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putting on an apron and picking up the knife. In that
regard Kanestrom may be the most quintessentially
American bow maker of all, not only because of his age
when he began his apprenticeship (41), or because of
the number of jobs he’d done beforehand (including 
a stint as a wilderness and fishing guide), but also
because of the agents of his conversion. It’s safe to say
that in the annals of European bow making, no one has
been ushered into the craft by a half-dressed man in a
welding mask, a woman playing viola on a Mexican
beach and a truck named Chuck.

In the early 1990s Kanestrom spent much of each
winter on the Baja Peninsula, driving there down 
the length of the Pacific Coast in his 1963 Chevrolet
Suburban, which had a name, Chuck, courtesy of 
a previous owner, and a souped-up 360 cubic inch
engine. Kanestrom also practised his violin in the
truck, since his girlfriend at the time didn’t want 
to hear him in the house. So one year he
took the violin to Mexico, where he
ran into a violist who taught him 
to read music. They’d get
together on a deserted beach
to play duets. One day, 
as he left the beach, his
truck broke an engine
mount, and the man
who crawled under it 
in his shorts to weld a
repair noticed the violin
and offered what turned
out to be fateful words:
‘You know, I have �
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a background in engineering can be helpful.’ But his
devotion to his adopted craft is also a reaction against
his previous one. ‘I was an agent of the demise of
Western civilisation,’ he laughs, then says earnestly,
‘The things that really appeal to me, that have beauty,
are those things that are made by hand, because they
have that imperfection in them – a character that’s
impossible to get in anything made by machine. It’s 
not really imperfection, though, because they’re not
imperfect. It’s something akin to a natural sensuousness
that evolves through working.’

That devotion to sensual beauty is another pillar,
alongside his precision, that endears Kanestrom’s work
to his fellow bow makers. ‘Bow making has an element
of the mystical, too,’ he says. ‘Working with this

organic medium, manipulating it to make a bow that
plays well – that can be pretty mysterious.’

National schools in bow making are much celebrated,
and the distinctions between how, say, a Brit and a
German camber a stick can occupy a lot of conversation.
But the differences between Europeans and Americans
may have less to do with the method itself, since
Americans are generally trained in French and 
German techniques, than with the way they come 
to the method. In the Mirecourt or Markneukirchen 
tradition they come ideally as teenagers and never 
do anything else. By contrast Americans tend to knock
about for half a lifetime and a career or two before



a nephew who makes bows for those things. He lives
in Port Townsend, Washington’.

Two thousand miles later, back home in Port
Townsend, Kanestrom looked the nephew up. And
that’s how he came to meet Charles Espey, who not
only makes bows for those things but is among the
best people anywhere doing so. It took several years
‘and some forceful convincing’ before Espey agreed to
take him on as an apprentice. Kanestrom understood
the reluctance once he grasped the enormity of the
new task. 

‘When I started with Charles, I was clueless,’ he
remembers. ‘I was completely blown away. It’s 
probably the most difficult and intimidating thing 
I’ve undertaken to learn.’

Espey, who had partly learnt his trade in France,
working alongside Wilfred Hakoune, Pascal
Lauxerois and Stéphane Thomachot, was a strict
master – ‘I’ll be honest, when Charles taught me to
make bows, I wasn’t allowed to think for myself or
have an opinion’ – and also one intent on imparting
the craft in all its complexity and context. ‘He was
always talking about the “language of the bow”,’
Kanestrom remembers. ‘How this thread runs
through its history from its roots through the Baroque
to the contemporary that’s kind of like the development
of a language. If you don’t speak the language, or
aren’t fluent in it, it doesn’t make sense. You have to
learn the grammar before going on to express things

in depth.’ Kanestrom pauses. ‘It took some time
before it clicked,’ he says.

The click was resounding. Kanestrom is known for 
a sort of reverent innovation or, as he puts it, ‘speaking
the language of the old masters, but speaking it
creatively.’ He trusts his tools, and his bows are 
characterised by sharp honesty. ‘I like to leave a planed
surface untouched because that way it has a crispness,’
he says. ‘You can actually achieve a mirror surface 
with a plane that you cannot get with sandpaper. 
If tool marks show up, they’re beauty marks.’

In ornamentation he favours restraint. ‘If your pearl
is too shiny or too flashy it distracts. I like it to be
colourful and spectacular, but not overpowering.’ His
flair shows up in his sculpting of the bow’s form. ‘I try
to take shapes from the French schools and soften them
into my own,’ he says. ‘The bow, the head and the frog
are very simple shapes, but they have this subtleness 
of line, this accelerated French curve that’s very
appealing. So I experiment with it. If you take two 
of those shapes and combine them so that one leads
into the other, you get a really interesting visual for 
the eye, because your eye gets swept around through
this acceleration and can never get fixed to one point.’

Ironically, Kanestrom’s closest collaborators in 
the evolution of his bows may often be oblivious to 
their appearance. ‘I’ll just knock myself out making 
something that’s perfect and looks beautiful,’ says
Kanestrom, ‘and that’s the last thing on players’ minds.
They’ll pick up a bow and wave it around a little bit to
feel the weight and balance. If that feels good they’ll
put it on the strings. And then they’ll kind of look
gazingly into the ethereal distance, and they’ll go �
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well, I like this about it and don’t like that, and you
know it plays really well, and they’ll put it back in the
box and pick up the next one and they’ve never looked
at the bow. For the musician, that’s the bottom line:
how it plays. Period.’

Some musicians would beg to differ. ‘I opened the
Fedex tube and gasped,’ violinist Jason Horowitz
remembers of his first encounter with a Kanestrom
bow. ‘When you see something that’s just extraordi-
narily beautiful, it has a visceral effect on you.’
Horowitz is assistant concertmaster of the Colorado
Symphony and concertmaster of the Breckenridge
Music Festival Symphony. He had formerly played 
a bow by ‘the English Tourte’, John Dodd, and had
not found modern ones that could equal its sound.
Even before he’d inspected Kanestrom’s workman-

ship, he says, ‘I had
the immediate impres-
sion of something 
that transcends the
things it’s made out 
of. In bow making, 
in music making, in
anything, there’s craft,
and then there’s art. 
I definitely look on
Ole as an artist.’

As for the sound,
Horowitz now plays his new bow exclu-
sively, for solo as well as orchestral work.
‘I’m selling the Dodd,’ he says. ‘I want

another Kanestrom.’

BELOW Kanestrom’s
gold-medal-winning
cello bow from the Violin
Society of America
competition in 2002

This summer Kanestrom and his girlfriend, poet
Christine Hemp, went to Breckenridge to hear
Horowitz perform Mozart’s Sinfonia Concertante with
Gregory Falkenstein, violist with the Phoenix
Symphony, who also uses a Kanestrom bow. After the
performance both performers gave Kanestrom a hug.
‘They played brilliantly and here were these two bows
I’d made that these guys just absolutely love,’
Kanestrom says. ‘The bows are their working tools,
they make their living with them and they create this
beautiful music. It was very moving for me to be there,
to see that, hear that.’ 

Kanestrom has given some recent thought to relocat-
ing to New York City for a while, to be closer to more
players, to absorb more of what they might tell him.
For the moment, though, he’s staying put in Port

Townsend, in the Mirecourt room filled with Pacific
light. On the walls of his new workshop are two
photographs, one reminding him of his origins, the
other of a goal. The first is of Espey, leaning against 
the doorway of the shop where he gave Kanestrom 
his early counselling. The second is of P.W. Bryant, a
British bow maker of the early 20th century, lounging
on his porch in his work apron with his wife at his
side, holding their dog and cat. ‘It’s the lifestyle I
imagine for myself,’ Kanestrom says, ‘the image I
wanted to have of myself as a bow maker: peaceful
and happy and in balance with humanity.’

And how’s it working out? ‘Well, you know, I love
this job,’ he says. ‘When you get down to it, it’s working
out really well.’ S


